ST PIUS X SCHOOL RULES

*Treat all people with kindness and respect

*Use manners at all times

*Listen and follow instructions

*Treat our school and wear our uniform with pride

*Keep yourself and others safe

WET WEATHER PROCEDURE

RECESS: Students will be required to stay under the cover of verandas and undercover area. Normal rostered duty applies.

LUNCH: K/PP – lunch and associated modified activities will move inside the classroom.

Years 1, 2 & 3 - will eat lunch as per normal and then Library will be open by the teacher on duty for students to move between undercover are and library. Board Games and activities are expected to be available.

Years 4, 5 & 6 - will eat lunch as per normal and then Library will be open by the teacher on duty for students to move between undercover are and library. Board Games and activities are expected to be available.

SEVERE WEATHER: In the case of Severe Weather being called by a member of the Leadership Team or Senior Staff; all duty is cancelled and staff return to their classes for indoor supervision. Specialist Teachers are expected to assist and relieve staff for a short break.